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WINTER AT NBS
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GOLD FRIDAY

This year, we are also donating 10% from every pack sold to Bees Abroad.  
Bees Abroad is a UK Charity promoting locally appropriate methods to  
generate income, strengthen livelihoods and relieve poverty through  
beekeeping. 
PACK OF 10 ONLY £3.50 (59 09 85)
For more information and to purchase, please visit beekeeping.co.uk/2019cards
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www.beekeeping.co.uk       0844 326 2010         info@beekeeping.co.uk 
Visit our shop: Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB

Bees Abroad is a UK Charity promoting locally appropriate methods to generate income, strengthen livelihoods 

and relieve poverty through beekeeping. Their team of volunteer experienced beekeepers develop and support 

in-country partners who deliver projects to groups in the most deprived rural communities worldwide.

In support of

Following the overwhelming success of last year’s event, we  
will once again be running our GOLD FRIDAY SALE and we have  
some very special deals we’re excited to offer this year. 
SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER to be the first to hear about this years 
offers and grab a BARGAIN before they go! beekeeping.co.uk/newsletter

PLACE YOUR DEPOSIT  
for Overwintered Bees

SAVE THE DATE

N
O
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We are delighted to announce the  
design for our 2019 CHRISTMAS CARD! 

CHRISTMAS CARDS 

We are now taking deposits for our 5 FRAME 
NUCLEI OF DEVON BEES. These bees have been 
bred from carefully selected queens following 
the Buckfast standards, to be calm in nature and 
reluctant to swarm.

The British Standard frames are suitable for 
National or WBC hives and are available to pick up 
from our OKEHAMPTON SHOP. Usually available 
from mid-April depending on the weather.   
 
£50 DEPOSIT NOW - PAY BALANCE 
OF £200 ON COLLECTION.

3 REASONS TO BE EXCITED 
FOR THE COLDER MONTHS!

For more information and to place your deposit, please visit beekeeping.co.uk/live-bees
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Chairman's Brood Box
Tony Lindsell

Did you know that our Devon Beekeepers’ Association has 
about one thousand beekeepers as members and over 200 
others who choose to support us in different ways?  That’s a lot 
of support. We are spread amongst 11 branches covering an 
area of 6,707 square kilometres or, if you prefer, 2,590 square 
miles. Our membership provides a wide range of opportunity to 
its members and lots of education and information for the public: 
ranging from our website, this Journal, your branch website and 
local newssheets, to events including honey shows, training 
meetings, apiaries, apiary safaris, conventions, bee health days, 
talks to schools and local interest groups, sharing knowledge and information with 
neighbouring associations ... the list is endless. Of course, over the last few years 
we’ve had to react to the possible ‘invasion’ of the Asian hornet with the formation 
of Asian Hornet Action Teams and I can’t start to list all the effort and dedication that 
has gone into that initiative. I think we should all be justifiably pleased about what we 
achieve together as an Association. I have been lucky enough to have sampled just 
a small flavour of all those activities across the County over the last 3 years and am 
proud to be associated with you. Of course, lashings of tea and cake helped a lot! 

You will have guessed by now that there is a BUT.  All of this work takes a lot of 
time, effort, enthusiasm, dedication and willingness of an individual to be involved. As 
I travel around the Branches, I find that, in all of them, the work usually falls to a fairly 
small but resolute group of generous volunteers. They will tell you how much they 
enjoy their roles and the reward they get from it.  However, they would all agree that 
a few more volunteers would make it so much easier for them. So, as we approach 
the Annual General Meeting season for your Branches, please give some thought to 
putting yourself forward to help in any small way you can.  You never know where it 
might lead.  I’m sure there will be plenty of tea and cake. 

We also have the DBKA AGM on the 14th December which is held as part of Devon 
Beekeepers’ Day, this year at Quince Honey Farm, South Molton. Ken Basterfield 
has stood down as the DBKA Education Officer after many years of association with 
the Executive Council and we will miss his valuable experience and knowledge. The 
role of Education Officer is detailed on the DBKA website in the Members’ Section 
under Roles and Responsibilities but is an exciting challenge for anyone keen to 
influence the Education Strategy of our Association. There is a lot of support across 
the County for an improvement to our current situation and a real willingness from the 
Branches to share and support established practices. If you are interested in this role 
please do not hesitate to contact me or our Vice-Chair, Viv Thorn, to have an informal 
chat. 

That leads me on nicely to the role of Vice-Chair which will be vacant from 
December. It is important that we find a candidate for this role as, in recent years, 
having a Vice-Chair in place has helped to provide a really positive continuity, 
consistency and development to the DBKA. Again, details of the role are on the 
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Members’ Section of our website but it is intended very much to support the Chair 
and gain experience of that role. Often, but not always, the Vice-Chair moves into the 
Chair’s role when it becomes vacant. Again, if you would like to know more or know 
someone who you think would be a suitable candidate then please contact me or Viv.

My apologies for concentrating on the administrative side of beekeeping this month 
but the DBKA has thrived for 144 years, and we need to make sure it continues for 
another 144.

Finally, another reminder that this year’s Devon Beekeepers’ Day is being hosted 
by our members in North Devon on the 14th December. We have recently changed 
the venue to Quince Honey Farm at South Molton so please make a note of that. 
Access is easy off the A396 and, once you’ve negotiated their rather twisty lane, 
there is plenty of parking. The day’s programme, which will include the AGM, has 
something for everyone. Refreshments will be available and you can purchase lunch 
from a varied menu in the restaurant at a discounted rate for our members. 

I am hoping to see you there.
Happy Beekeeping.

Cover Photo
 Thanks go to Kevin Gillard of Totnes & Kingsbridge Branch for the photo of the 

towering edifice on the front cover.  At the time it contained a huge colony occupying 
a brood nest in two commercial brood boxes!  The hive produced just over 100lb of 
honey last summer.  

4F Radial Motorised £598

Neopoll 1lkg pack - £3.95
             18k box  - £66.60

(fondant with pollen)

Neopoll 1kg pack -   £3.95
           18kg box   - £66.60

(fondant with pollen)

Apifonda 2.5kg pack -  £5.95
             12.5kg box  - £26.50

(Plain fondant)

ApiInvert 14kg pail -  £29.50
(Inverted sugar syrup)

We can also supply all individuals, groups and association with very good rates on bulk
and wholesale purchases & pallet deliveries

We specialise in ASSEMBLED FRAMES Pre-Wired
and ready to use with or without foundation embedded.

Hives - Extractors - Motor Conversions - Filtration - Pre-Wired Frames - Tools/Sundries - Fondant - Poly Insulated Roofs - Bulk Orders

plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com        02086 949960       info@parkbeekeeping.com       London  Est 1985

10 w/foundation
£29.70

10 Frames
£14.75
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North Devon Branch Honey Show
Jack Mummery

Northern Branch held their Annual 
Honey Show over the weekend of  
7 and 8 September 2019 at St 
John's Garden Centre, Barnstaple, 
as part of the Barnstaple 
Horticulture Society Autumn 
Show. There were 116 entries 
across classes covering honey, 
wax, cookery and art and craft.  
Once again North Devon Branch 
exceeded the 'magic' number of 
101 entries to enable the award of 
the coveted National Honey Show 
Blue Ribbon for the best exhibit. 
Honey and wax entries were judged 
by National Honey Judge, Susie 
Perkins, from Somerset, whilst 

cookery classes were judged by Women’s Institute Judge, Sally Wilson from Devon.
Everyone was busy on the Friday before 

the show, some setting up the display 
stands, some arranging bee products for 
sale, while others recorded entries and 
issued entry numbers.  Most entries were 
staged on the Friday evening, leaving 
only a few to be put in place on Saturday 
morning prior to judging.  A new class for 
the branch this year was one jar of honey 
judged only for aroma and flavour.  There 
were nine entries indicating how popular 
this class was.

Judging was very thorough with 
some difficult decisions made.  We 
had a healthy representation from new 
beekeepers in the novice classes and 
some excellent exhibits from 'Old Hands'.  
The standard of exhibits in all classes was 
considered high with some areas such as 
wax being an improvement on previous 
years.

Interestingly, North Devon seems to 
produce very similar coloured honey.  We 
rarely have any dark honey exhibited and 

Honey and Wax National Judge, Susie Perkins,  
examining a jar of set honey assisted by  

Honey Steward, Victoria Dykes

www.thebeeshop.co.uk

Quality Beekeeper 
Clothing 

At Affordable Prices

Full Suits, 
Smocks, Bee Vests & 

Veils 
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit  
from £52 (free postage)

Email: 
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
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Exmoor hasn’t managed to produce 
enough good quality heather honey for 
the last few years.

Photographs are judged to choose 
the 12 best entries to be part of the 
Branch Calendar, which is produced 
each year and sold to raise funds.

Honey sales had a good selection of 
set and run honey in different sized jars 
to cater for everyone’s taste.  Fudge 
had been produced to sell along with 
beeswax furniture polish and furniture 
cream.  We had an observation hive 
and plenty of very informative posters 
to inform members of the public about 

beekeeping and help answer their questions.
Trophy winners were:
National Honey Show Blue Ribbon: Awarded for two matching containers of 

cut comb to Steve Johns  
Croyde Cup for the winner of the light honey class to Kim Beaver
The Kay Thomas Plaque: Awarded to the beginner in the last three years with 

the most points in the show to Kim Beaver
DBKA Northern Branch Trophy for the most points gained in honey classes: 

 Alan Barrow
The Hustwate Plate for the most points gained in cookery classes:  

Robin Hutton
The Bernard Pritchard Trophy for the winner of the Novice Honey class:  

Luke Brunton
The Chris Utting Trophy for the winner of the Novice Wax class: 

Elizabeth Shawcross
The Beryl Smailes Trophy for the most points gained overall: 

Alan Barrow
The Weaver Trophy: Awarded for the best 

wax exhibit to Alan Barrow for his wax 
bars

The Pam Yeo-Jenn Plaque for a decorative 
item made from beeswax: 
Alan Barrow

The Pam Yeo-Jenn trophy for the best 
mead: Awarded to Barbara Carlyle for 
her sweet mead

Our thanks must go to Barbara Carlyle 
who organised such a good show, and to all 
the entrants, stewards, and members who 
worked so hard during the two days to make 
the show such a success.

Part of the display with the cookery judge  
Sally Wilson judging one of the entries,  
ably assisted by Steward Kim Beaver

The Blue Ribbon award went to Steve Johns  
for two containers of cut comb
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Plymouth Branch Honey Show
Jean French

Our Annual Branch Honey 
Show was held at The 
Blindmans Wood Scout Centre 
on Tuesday 8th October.  The 
event was well supported with 
74 entries over the different 
classes with an additional class 
created for our Junior members 
who also produced some 
excellent exhibits.

It was decided this year to 
have a very informal social 
evening rather than a structured 

event to give the membership a chance to have a good natter over a cup of tea and a 
piece of homemade cake or one of Jo Jones’ delicious shortbread biscuits.

Whilst the judging was in progress with Jack Mummery doing the honours and ably 
assisted by our new Show Steward, Lauren Jackson, members could participate in 
various fun activities such as a ‘honey tasting’ event, a bee book exchange, a raffle or 
an opportunity to enjoy Valerie McAuliffe’s wonderful Honey and Sea Salt ice cream. 
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Prize Winners were:
Slater Cup for Light Run Honey  
David Milford, Edwards Cup for 
Medium Run Honey Jean French, 
Tucker Cup for Dark Run Honey 
David Milford, Perpetual Trophy 
for Creamed Honey David Milford, 
Prosser Tray for Beeswax Candles 

Steve Murphy, Mansfield Tray for Bottle of Mead Steve Russell, Eric Goss Tray for 
Shallow Frame for Extraction Ian Staples, Interserve Tray for Jar of Honey Labelled 
for Sale Steve Russell, Poole Tray for Six Blocks of Beeswax Steve Murphy, 
Bandvulc Tray: the Wax Open Class Steve Russell, Ward Cup for Honey Sandwich 
Liz Hill, Barton Cup for Honey Fudge Jean Russell, Milford Cup: Novice Class Peter 
Green, Mayflower Marina Cup (Open Class) Steve Russell, PBKA Mug (Junior Class)  
Grace Staples.

The evening concluded with the 
Prize Giving; our Chairman, Terry 
McAuliffe, announcing the winners 
and Jack Mummery presenting the 
trophies to some very surprised and 
delighted people. 

Valerie McAuliffe's Recipe for  
Honey and Sea Salt Ice Cream

Ingredients: 600ml double cream,  
1 (14oz) can sweetened condensed milk, 
60ml honey, ½ teaspoon of crushed sea 
salt

Whisk the double cream in a large bowl 
until stiff peaks are formed.  Add all other 
ingredients and mix gently until mixture is 
smooth.  Place in a container and freeze.

When serving, a little honey can be 
drizzled over the top and a pinch of sea 
salt if desired.

Steve Russell receiving his Overall Winner Trophy
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homehardware

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

At 164 Fore Street, Exeter
Top quality equipment

Hives, frames, foundations and tools.
Main agents for E.H.THORNE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com

ADAMS

All 13 participants on Plymouth's Beginners Course carried through to a successful 
completion this summer.  Here they are with their completion certificates.
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The Asian Hornet: Devon News
Simon O'Sullivan

As the summer and the beekeeping season 
slowly winds down into Autumn, the confirmed 
sightings of Asian hornets start to increase.  
Why we are more inclined to see them now is 
a bit of a mystery. Possibly it is because the 
nests have reached their maximum population 
and maybe their feeding habits are changing as 
they move from producing workers to producing 
males and then queens, which may bring them 
into closer contact with us. As I am writing this 
on October 12th, I have just received news of 
another confirmed nest.  The tally for this year 
so far is:
•	 3rd July New Milton, Hampshire  

Single hornet found
•	 2nd September, Tamworth, Staffordshire 

Nest destroyed.
•	 9th September, Ashford, Kent 

Single hornet found
•	 1st October, Christchurch, Dorset - Nest destroyed
•	 11th October, Christchurch, Dorset - Nest destroyed
This is less than the nine confirmed sightings of last year and does not follow the 

trend we were expecting, but do not be lulled into a false sense of security. This year 
may be a blip.  We cannot afford to become complacent. The threat to our bees and 
the wider environment is still very real and should not be ignored. We are seeing a 
developing concentration of sightings around the Dorset/Hampshire area: Poole and 
Brockenhurst last year and the Christchurch and New Milton sightings this year. Does 
this indicate a population establishing itself or the danger of Asian hornets coming in 

through a busy port? We will know 
more when the DNA analysis has 
been carried out.
Devon AHAT

We have some very hard-
working members who have been 
out and about giving talks to the 
public, as well as having stands 
at various events. and sending 
information and correcting wrong 
information to local and national 
newspapers. Asian hornet on banana plant in Jersey

Vespa velutina, the Asian hornet
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 Devon is, in some ways, ahead of the game compared to other counties.  The 

work of Colin Lodge in starting the AHAT (Asian Hornet Action Team) movement and 
the work of Ken and Jill Beagley and Martyn Hocking has been invaluable. We are 
also lucky to have Dr Sarah Bunker within our ranks.  Sarah is an entomologist and 
author of The Asian Hornet HandBook - a must for all branches, if not all members.  
See www.asianhornethandbook.com.  Gerry Stuart works tirelessly for the cause  He 
recently organised, in conjuction with BeeCraft magazine, a ‘Webinar’.  Members of 
Devon AHAT - Gerry, Sarah Bunker, myself and, from Jersey, John De Carteret and 

Alistair Christie, took part in an on-line discussion, 
answering questions about the Asian hornet.  The 
Webinar went out live and is now available to 
view through YouTube.

The Devon AHAT has had three meetings 
through the year, attended by representatives 
from most of the branches, with the aim of 
working out the best approach for the County.  
Organising two sessions of county-wide 
monitoring, the introduction of the Asian Hornet 
ID Card and Noticeboard Poster, and securing 
our own stock of Suterra (hornet attractant) are 
just some of the group’s achievements. 

What can you do?
1)  Does your Branch have a strong AHAT?  If not, 

support them to get organised and register on the 
AHAT website.

2)  Support your Branch AHAT by becoming a first 
responder*. 

3)  Educate the public. Carry the Asian Hornet ID Card 
with you so you can be ready to inform the public, 
and ideally have two - one ready to give away.

3)  Make sure that whenever you see a noticeboard, it 
has the AH poster on it.

4)  If you use a smart phone, download the Asian 
Hornet Watch App.

5)  If you use Facebook, register for the AHAT 
Southwest and Asian Hornet Action Team groups 
and keep up to date. 

There may come a time when the NBU no longer have the role of tracking and 
organising nest destruction.  We will need to be prepared. I hate to mention the  
‘B’ word, but post-Brexit, because the NBU receives a large amount of its funding 
from Europe, we do not know how their role will change.

* A training day is being planned for the beginning of next year, the date has yet 
to be finalised. Organised through the South West Beekeepers forum, the day is for 
those who want to be more involved and become first responders. 

Secondary nest in France

Marked Asian hornet on bait in Jersey
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Designed for All Events
Graham Kingham

The six feet of the honey bee are all similar in design and function but each caste 
has developed specific areas to aid in its lifestyle. 

As the feet of all castes of the honey bee have some universal tasks to perform 
such as locomotion and weight bearing, it is not surprising that they share a common 
basic design.  However, unique functions particular to the queen, worker or drone 
have also to be accommodated.  For these, each caste has specialised features built 
into its foot design.     

The queen uses her feet to advertise her 
presence in the hive by releasing pheromones 
through them.  The drone has a larger more 
angular claw than the worker. The worker has 
taste receptors on her legs and feet. The drones 
seem to lack these; however further research 
might reveal otherwise.

Sensillae are enervated senses that convey 
different information depending on their type. 
(This fact was discovered in 2009 by Lorenzo, 
who used electrophysiological methods to confirm 
their presence.)

There are high concentrations of taste sensillae 
on the terminal claw-bearing pretarsus on the 
forelegs of the worker only.  

When a honey bee walks over a glass plate, 
they sometimes deposit from their feet an oily, colourless secretion that has a 
low volatility. This secretion seems to affect the behaviour of other workers when 
deposited at the hive entrance and on flowers. The origin of this pheromone comes 
from the tarsal gland, also known as the Arnhart gland, situated in the fifth section 
(tarsomere) of each leg and is found in all castes.  The method of transmission from 
the glands to the foot has yet to be conclusively found.  The queen produces much 
more of this secretion than the other castes.

Recent evidence has found that there is another separate gland around the 
unguitractor tendon, which is released at the base of the unguitractor plate on the 
foot. This tendon acts on the ungues (claws) enabling them to grip. 

The foot is made up of several working parts known as the pretarsus, which is 
connected to the fifth tarsomere.

Each one of the ungues is bi-lobed, consisting of a long curved tapering outer point 
and a smaller inner one; these are surrounded by stout spines. The claws are hinged 
via a tendon to the fifth tarsomere.

The claws of the worker and the queen are only slightly different in details - 
although the claws of the queen are much greater in size than those of the worker 

Inside of claw showing area where taste 
receptors are located. X200
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- but the drone's claws are larger and strikingly different in shape from those of either 
the worker or the queen, possibly in order to grip the queen during mating.

Taken from Dade's book: Anatomy and Dissection of the Honeybee. Kind permission  
for use has been obtained from the copyright holder, IBRA
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The unguitractor tendon in the pretarsus 
connecting to the unguitractor  x100

Worker’s foot in the normal position  
with claws exposed, side view  

Note the scythe-like shaped claw, showing the 
arolium, (lobe used for gripping on to smooth 
surfaces) in resting place on top and, at the 

bottom, the planta (sole of the foot)  x40  

Drone’s claw ,side view, much more  
angular in shape  x40

Long bristles that act as sensors  x40

The unguitractor tendon passing  
through the tarsomeres  x100
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The arolium is a terminal lobe bent 

upward between the claws and is 
deeply cleft on its dorsal surface being 
made of a thick basal stalk whose walls 
contain a number of chitinous plates. 
It bears five very long, thick, curved 
bristles projecting posteriorly over the 
terminal lobe.  These act as touch 
sensors. The ventral side has numerous 
short thick spines.

 When the bee walks on any ordinary 
surface it uses only its claws for 
maintaining a foothold, but when it finds 
itself on a smooth, slippery surface, 
like glass, the claws are of no use 
and the arolium is provided for such 
emergencies as this. The terminal lobe 
of the arolium is pressed down against 
the smooth surface and its lateral 

halves are flattened out and adhere by a sticky liquid excreted upon them by glands.
Around the inside base of the arolium is a u-shaped band, the arcus, which is then 

joined at the bottom by a small sclerotized plate known as the planta, meaning sole 
of foot, which is covered in spines.  This, 
in turn, is connected to another plate, the 
unguitractor plate, which has a tendon 
attached to it.   

The arolium on the outside of the foot 
is connected by the manubrium meaning 
a handle; this is a plate bearing five or 
six long bristles.

When the bee lands on a surface, 
the tendons are pulled by muscles in 
the femur and tibia; these act on the 
unguitractor plate, which in turn draws on 
the membrane of the foot. The leverage 
on the claws flexes them downwards to 
grip onto the surface. 

If the claws cannot grip then they 
continue to flex and spread sideways. 
This action is triggered by the long bristles on top of the foot which act as sensors. 
The traction on the unguitractor plate is then transmitted to the planta plate, which 
acts on the arcus (an elastic u-shaped plate). This in turn pulls the arolium down and 
it spreads out to grip the smooth surface.

All pictures by G Kingham

Worker’s foot outside front view, showing bi-lode 
claws and arolium in a relaxed state (on top) and  

the manubrium  x40

Underside of foot showing spines (right), arcus 
(centre) and unguitractor plate (top)  x40
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Tuesday, 16th April 2019, I return home from work 
to find two huge boxes waiting for me.  I resist the 
temptation to tear the boxes open and start building 
the hive - just!  My family will tell you I am not a patient 
person when it comes to self-assembly.  It comes down 
to two things: it doesn’t self-assemble, and what are all 
those bits left over at the end? 

The Flowhive is much the same 
as any other hive. It has a base, 
brood box, super, crown board, 
Queen excluder and a smart 
looking pitched roof. There are 
four sections to build and treat 
with Tung Oil as I go. I plan to 
build each section on different 
days as I don’t have the time to 

put aside a whole day for it. By 28th April the hive is 
built and oiled.

I arrange with the Cornish bee seller to collect the 
bees on Tuesday, 7th May.  Alan, a fellow member 
of Torbay Beekeepers and stalwart of the Club, and I 
have laid a couple of slabs in the Cockington Apiary 
ready for the Flowhive. (I say Alan and I, but I mean 
Alan, as I was there in a supervisory capacity only.) 
The hive stand sits on the slabs.  The plan is to put the 
Nuc on the hive stand so when the move from Nuc to 
hive occurs, there will be minimum disruption to flight 
patterns.  

Leaving work at 5 pm I drive the two hours to 
St Inthemiddleofnowhere and make good time.  
Eventually, I find the Cornish Bee seller’s house, only for 
his neighbour to say he’s not in and he, the neighbour, 
has no idea when he will be back.  I phone his mobile 
- no answer.  I email (just in case he could pick emails 
up) - no answer.  I wait for an hour and then start the 
drive home empty-handed.  I drive for about 10 minutes.  
(You can imagine my mood).  A very apologetic Cornish 
bee seller phones.   He is now at home and can I come 
back?  I return, collect the bees, get stung on the lip 
by a bee from another hive and set off for Cockington 

Going With the Flow
Part 4: Building the Hive and Collecting the Bees

Andy Bullen

Flowhive Brood Box

Flowhive Brood Box and Super

Flowframes
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Oxalic Acid Dihydrate Sublimation
An experiment to determine its effectiveness

Dennis Clemens, D&WBKA
A small-scale local comparison of the levels of varroa mites found in 22 hives after 

0, 1 or 2 treatments
The thinking behind the project:
In the past, my annual treatment regimen was as follows:
January, week one - each colony treated once with oxalic acid dihydrate 
sublimation
June, week one - spring flow supers removed and each colon treated with MAQS 
(formic acid)
August - main flow supers removed and each colony treated 3 times with a 10-
day thymol-based product
Definitely an Integrated Pest Management routine using a belt and braces 

approach which worked for me!
However, an article in the BBKA News (December 2018, page 403, The Apiary in 

December by Lynfa Davies) made reference to a piece of research by the Laboratory 
of Apiculture and Social Insects (LASI) at Sussex University, which indicated that 
oxalic acid was more effective when administered as a sublimation treatment  
(97.6 per cent mites killed) than the trickle method (93 per cent mites killed).  They 
went on to discover that if a second sublimation treatment was given a fortnight 
later, the kill rate rose to nearly 100 per cent and that the mite levels remained at 
a controlled level for more than a year.  The report can be read here: http://www.
sussex.ac.uk/lasi/sussexplan/varroamite.

If this proves to be the case, the savings to the beekeeper (pence per treatment 
instead of pounds) and benefits to the bees (fewer chemicals being introduced 
throughout the year) would be considerable, not to mention the reduced risk of 
tainted or contaminated honey.

This got me thinking - there should be a correlation between treatments and 
subsequent mite levels.  Not being one to blindly accept the pronouncements of 
others, I decided to conduct an experiment of my own, the results of which would 

Apiary looking like I’d just had botox.
Again, I make good time but it's very dark by the time I arrive 

at the Apiary.  I unload the Nuc, place it on the stand and open 
the entrance.  Amazingly (to me anyway) the bees come out 
and look around.  Not a huge amount but enough to make me 
think they’ll be OK.

I return to the Apiary the next day to check on the girls.  They 
are in and out like machine gun bullets.  I resist the temptation 
to open the Nuc and inspect.  I leave them to it, as Saturday is 
Nuc-to-hive transfer day. 

 Next month: It’s moving day.  The Finished Flowhive
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either support the research or give cause to question it.

In order to ensure that the methodology and the results should be independently 
verified and to avoid any unwitting skewing of the results arising from my own 
expectations, I recruited some willing helpers from the ranks of the Dorchester and 
Weymouth Beekeepers' Association (D&WBKA) and organised them into teams.  I 
randomly selected one hive from each of 5 apiaries as a control group and gave them 
no sublimation treatment; 5 hives from across 4 apiaries were given one sublimation 
treatment during the last week of December; 12 hives from across 5 apiaries were 
given two treatments during the last week of December and again, a fortnight later, 
during the second week of January.  None of the hives were checked to determine if 
they were broodless or not.

Subsequently, in April 2019, the hives were revisited by different teams who did 
not know how many treatments the hives had been given.  By using a combination of 
drone uncapping (about 50 at the pink-eye stage from each hive) and sugar-rolling 
(about 200 adult bees from each hive) a record was complied of the number of mites 
found by each method in each hive.  The records were handed back to me and I then 
passed them on to a beekeeping colleague who, being more computer-savvy than 
myself, was able to process the information and produce the bar graph below.  I think 
the results speak for themselves!

I am extremely grateful to all those members of the D&WBKA who so generously 
gave their time to commit to help with the project.  (They even found and marked a 
few queens for me while they were at it - how jammy am I?).

I will continue to monitor for mites later in the year since drift of drones from other 
sites, or colony failures nearby or even weak feral colonies could result in my bees 
harvesting stores (and mites) and reinfesting themselves.

Please note that oxalic acid dihydrate is a dangerous substance if not handled 
according to the instructions which come with it.  Always wear the correct personal 
protection.

Comparison of levels of Varroa mites found on bees after  
0, 1 and 2 treatments with oxalic acid dihydrate sublimation
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It May Cost Us Our Jobs …  Part 2
Jeremy Barnes

Many of us have experienced an increased awareness of the natural world 
through the activities of honey bees - what is in bloom and when, the response of 
plants to daily and seasonal temperatures and rainfall, the flow of nectar and pollen 
at differing times of the year,  what flora attracts honey bees, the reaction of bees 
to environmental toxins - and while most of us began managing honey bees for a 
variety of personal reasons, what keeps many of us involved is a fascination with this 
amazing superorganism and its interaction with the immediate environment.

But honey bees also invoke a larger perspective.  I, for one, had a rather simple, 
even romantic, view of agriculture. One of the few things that humankind has in 
common is the need for food and water; indeed it was the discovery of agriculture 
some 10,000 years ago that was the trigger for the development of civilisation.  For 
more than 95 per cent of that time, farming respected and adhered to the inherent 
laws of nature, in the same way that beekeeping was initially more about the needs 
of the bees than it was of the beekeeper.  Farms were limited in size, dependent 
on what could be managed well by the farmer and family.  A variety of crops with a 
healthy mix of domesticated animals (which supplied the necessary fertilisers) were 
determined by the local natural resources, climate, geology, geography and local 
cultural norms.  

My pre-beekeeping view of the industrial revolution could be summed up as 
economically advantageous and socially divisive; there was little awareness of a 
post-industrial agriculture characterised by 5,000+ acre farms with monocultures that 
ignore the law of interdependence with the natural environment.  A classic example 
is ripping out orange trees in California, an area with major water issues, to plant 
almond trees which require some 35 gallons of water per tree but provide a higher 
immediate financial return.  Monocultures necessitate massive amounts of chemicals 
in order to protect the nature-estranged, weakened crops from being overtaken 
by insects, fungi, and bacteria.  In the case of genetically altered, factory-farmed 
animals, the adverse effects are masked by administering daily rations of antibiotics.  
According to a recent EPA report, the US administers 1,400 tons of pesticides per 
day nationwide.  No wonder a headline in the New York Times in November last year 
read The Insect Apocalypse is Here.  

The core of agriculture, as well as of culture, depends on the basic act of 
cultivating, of caring, of nurturing.  Modern farming is almost exclusively based on 
extracting, manipulating and controlling, aspects which seem to be overtaking our 
lives, our economy, and even our politics at a rapidly increasing rate.  As early as 
1924, Rudolf Steiner warned that under the influence of our modern philosophy 
of materialism, it is agriculture – believe it or not – that has deviated furthest from 
any truly rational principles. Indeed, not many people know that during the last few 
decades the agricultural products on which our life depends have degenerated 
extremely rapidly. Today, the explosion of the ‘supplements’ industry is an 
obvious sign that our food is not providing what we need in terms of nutrition and 
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nourishment, with immense implications for public health. 

In October, 2017, in Europe, the Krefelder study revealed that over the last three 
decades 75 per cent of all flying insects, as measured by mass not by numbers, 
have disappeared. In Germany, 41 per cent of 560 species of native bees are on 
the endangered list or already extinct.  In the US, the Xerxes Society estimates that 
28 per cent of all North American bumblebees are facing some degree of risk of 
extinction and we don't have accurate numbers for the 4,000+ species of native bees.  
And in the last few weeks there have been dire reports of the future of birds and trees 
in Europe. 

We have a global mass extinction at a speed not achieved since the time of the 
dinosaurs said Andreas Segerer, head of the ecological state collection in Munich, 
in February 2019. But there is a huge difference between the extinction of dinosaurs 
and the extinction of insects: unlike the former, the latter play a fundamental role in 
providing healthy ecological edifices.  

At Apimondia last month in Montréal it was intriguing to note how frequently the 
term ‘climate change’ appeared in the presentations (of which there were 364 in all) 
without any qualification - no ifs, ands or buts. Peter Rosenkranz from the University 
of Hohenheim in Germany observed, almost as an aside, that southern Germany no 
longer expects snow in winter. 

Agriculture has been replaced by agri-industry, on the altar of which the care of 
the land, the animals, the water and the air is sacrificed. We too are part of this 
surrender, accepting without question cheap, mass-produced food, not asking why, 
in the US for example, why there are more people in prisons than on farms, or why, 
nationwide, the farmer suicide rate is more than double that of veterans.

None of this would have been in my consciousness without the honey bee. 
Over my life I’ve seen some enormous changes. After the Birmingham (Alabama) 

bombing, for example.  After Selma, after Vietnam and Mai Lai, after Nixon and 
Watergate, after the Soweto Riots.  The demolition of the Berlin Wall, the release of 
Mandela and the collapse of the USSR happened within five years of one another.   
The civil revolution that followed the genocide in Rwanda occurred parallel to the 
changing verdict on the connection between the use of tobacco and lung cancer, and 
more recently, the use of glyphosate and cancer.  The pendulum can swing suddenly. 
The public can change its mind.

Not only is beekeeping a gateway drug but beekeepers are the gatekeepers of a 
new vision.  Our responsibility is to tell the story that the honey bees tell us.  As with 
Edward Murrow in 1940, reporting the truth is the only basis for any moral authority.  
Colony Collapse Disorder in 2006 was a demonstration of how reporting the truth 
about toxic house disorder can be energising. 

With no silver bullet, what do we do? We can be activists in our individual capacity, 
by supporting the farmers and nurseries who grow food or grow plants organically or 
biodynamically. But, argues Bill Moyers, we must also cooperate as kindred spirits 
on a mission of public service. We must create partnerships to share resources. We 
must challenge those in power to act in the public interest. We must keep the whole 
picture in mind and connect the dots for those not privileged to hear bee-speak.  
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We must look every day at photographs of our children and grandchildren, to be 
reminded of the stakes.

We will not be alone.  Who would have thought that, in 2019,  a company making 
meat-free burgers could be worth almost $4bn; that the world's most powerful oil 
cartel would brand four million striking students the 'greatest threat' to the oil industry; 
that climate change would become a key issue for Democratic candidates in the 
2020 presidential election, or that a 16-year old Swedish girl would lecture a rapt US 
Congress on their lack of initiative and responsibility? 

Just as Brexit and the Ukraine-gate are currently preoccupying the media in Britain 
and the USA respectively, neither is worth a hill of beans, so to speak, if Mother Earth 
is no longer habitable by humans.  (The bees, of course, don’t care one way or the 
other.  Without us they will be just fine.) 

There is no doubt that a real change in course will be highly disruptive of our 
conventional way of life, but if we fail to heed the message there will no longer be a 
normal way of life left.  In the first scenario, we will be in charge; in the second one 
future generations will suffer the consequences of our neglect.  

The worst lies are the lies we tell ourselves wrote Richard Bach, author of 
'Jonathan Livingstone Seagull'.  We live in denial of what we do, even what we think. 
We do this because we're afraid.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An Update.  Things are moving very quickly.  Last month, I cited Bill Moyers’ 
assertion that the goliaths of the US news media have been shamelessly AWOL in 
that the combined coverage of climate change by the three major networks and Fox 
fell by 45 per cent between 2017 and 2018.

By contrast, on 28 August, more than 170 global news and photo agencies in 
North and South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia signed up for Covering Climate 
Now, a project co-founded by The Guardian, the Columbia Journal Review and 
The Nation aimed at strengthening the media’s focus on the climate crisis.  The 
outlets committed to running a week’s worth of climate coverage in the lead-up to 
the United Nations Climate Action Summit, which met in New York on 23 September 
with the intent to submit plans to meet the Paris Agreement’s pledge to keep global 
temperature rise 'well below' 2 degrees Celsius.  

This is one of the most ambitious efforts ever to organise the world’s media around 
a single coverage topic.

Downing Bowl
There is still time to nominate someone for the Downing Bowl, which will be 

awarded at the Devon Beekeepers' Day in December.  Please send nominations 
and detailed citations to Barry Neal at barry.r.neal@gmail.com or by post to him 
at Badgers Barn, Withacott, Langtree, Torrington EX38 8NL to arrive no later than 
Friday 15th November 2019.  All nominations will be considered and all names are 
kept confidential.
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www.northernbeebooks.co.uk

The widest range of 
English language 

bee books 

“the quality quarterly with quarterly quality”

The
BeekeepersQuarterly

The home of

The Beekeepers Quarterly
Offer to DBKA Members

For several years now, Northern Bee Books have offered Devon members a 
chance to subscribe to a bulk subscription scheme for the print version of  
The Beekeepers Quarterly for just £20, which has saved members £10 (33 per 
cent of the full price of £30)) on an annual subscription.  Over 150 members took 
advantage of the scheme in 2019.

In previous years, members have paid an extra £20 at the same time as their 
membership subscription and DBKA have been responsible for liaising with Northern 
Bee Books to get the four print issues of the magazine for that membership year 
mailed directly to members' home addresses.

In 2020, members are invited to use an online renewal system for membership 
subscriptions.  To ensure that members can continue to enjoy the benefit of a 
reduced subscription for the print version of BKQ, Branch Membership Secretaries 
have been issued with an exclusive discount code for use by paid-up members of 
DBKA.  This discount code will be issued to members on payment of their 2020 
membership subscription.

To use the code, a member visits the NBB website (using the link provided), 
adds the BKQ subscription for the print version to their basket, and then enters the 
discount code in the "coupon" box.  Payment is made directly to Northern Bee Books 
who will mail out the quarterly issues directly to the member's address. 

If you have any queries about the scheme, please contact your Branch 
Membership Secretary or DBKA County Membership Secretary, Lilah Killock. 
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Diary Dates

East Devon eastdevonbk.co.uk 01404 841629

Exeter exeterbeekeepers.org.uk 01392 832956

Holsworthy holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk 01237 440165

Newton Abbot nabk.org.uk 07935 041168

North Devon northdevonbees.org 07791 679283

Okehampton okehamptonbee.co.uk 01363 82361

Plymouth plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk 01752 338279

Tavistock tavistock-beekeepers.org.uk 07946 272516

Tiverton tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk 01363 860252

Torbay tbbk.co.uk 01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com 01803 866028

Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the Branch 
Secretary first. Contact details are: 

November
Sat 2 1:15pm DARG AGM and Annual Lunch: Discussion with Prof 

Francis Ratnieks (Furzeleigh Mill, TQ11 0JP)
Sat 2 2:00pm Newton Abbot AGM (Clay Lane Apiary)
Sun 3 All Day DBKA South Devon Beekeepers Convention  

(The Ariel Centre, Totnes TQ9 5JX)    
See October magazine for full programme

Sun 3 2:00pm North Devon AGM (Castle Centre, Barnstaple)
Thu 7 7:30pm East Devon Branch AGM and Quiz (Kilmington Village Hall)
Sat 9 2:00pm Torbay AGM (St Paul’s Church, Paignton)
Sat 9 7:00pm Totnes & 

Kingsbridge
AGM and Quiz (Meadowbrook Social Club, 
Dartington TQ9 6JD)

Sun 10 10:00am Plymouth Module Study Group (Branch Apiary)
Mon 11 7:30pm Torbay James Schindler-Ord Making Mead  

(St Paul’s Church, Paignton)
Wed 13 7:30pm Tavistock AGM: Gadgets and Gismos Display  

(Tavistock Parish Room)
Thu 14 7:30pm Okehampton AGM (Whiddon Down Village Hall)
Mon 18 7:30pm Exeter AGM: Richard Ball Weather and its Relationship 

to Beekeeping (Topsham Rugby Club)
Tue 19 7:30pm Plymouth AGM (Blindman's Wood Scout Centre)
Sat 23 7:00pm North Devon Skittles Evening (The Plough, Bickington)
Sun 24 10:00am Plymouth Module Study Group (Branch Apiary)
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December
Thu 5 7:30pm East Devon Peter Weller Swarming Experiences and 

Christmas Social (Kilmington Village Hall)
Sun 8 12:30pm Plymouth Christmas Lunch (Boringdon Golf Club)
Mon 9 7:00pm Exeter Graham Kingham Practical Microscopy (Newcourt 

Community Centre)
Mon 9 7:30pm Torbay Christmas Social Meeting (St Paul's Church, 

Paignton)
Sat 14 9.30am DBKA Devon Beekeepers' Day and AGM (The Honey 

Shed, Quince Honey Farm, EX36 3RD)   
See October magazine for full programme

Sat 14 2:00pm Newton Abbot Ken Edwards Nucleus Hives (Clay Lane Apiary)
Sun 15 10:00am Plymouth Module Study Group (Branch Apiary)
Mon 16 7:30pm Exeter Dr Andrew Higginson What Bees Want  

(Topsham Rugby Club)

Devon Beekeepers Association
Registered Charity No 270675

General Secretary - Barry Neal, Badgers Barn, Withacott, Langtree, 
Torrington EX38 8NL 01805-601715; 07789-435477

gen.sec.dbka@gmail.com

The Devon Beekeepers’ Association (DBKA) Annual General Meeting will be 
held in the Honey Shed, Quince Honey Farm, Aller Cross, South Molton  
EX36 3RD at 10.15 am on Saturday 14th December 2019. 

Proposals for agenda items and nominations for election to DBKA County 
Officer posts (the DBKA Website has details) must be forwarded to the 
DBKA General Secretary no later than Thursday 13th November 2019.  We 
presently have a vacancy for a DBKA Education Officer.

The agenda will be available on the DBKA website.  
The AGM is part of the 2019 Devon Beekeepers’ Day. 

Nuclei for sale from Beeza Ltd, Kingsbridge, South Hams, 
on Commercial or National frames available from April. £170 plus returnable 
deposit on transport box.
Please contact Martin or Melanie on 01548 853502/mobile 07914 002831 or  
email info@beeza.co.uk

For Sale
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Devon Beekeepers’ Day 
and AGM

(Hosted by North Devon Branch)

Saturday 14 December
in the Honey Shed at

Quince Honey Farm
Aller Cross, South Molton, EX36 3RD

Talks by John De Carteret of Jersey Beekeepers and  
Daisy Headley of the Bumblebee Conservation Trust

South Devon Beekeepers 
Convention

The Ariel Centre, Totnes TQ9 5JX

Sunday 3 November
Adults £20 

Under-18s and Full-time Students Free! 
Tickets available on the door

Talks by Celia Davis, Prof Francis Ratnieks, Dr Gerry Brierley
Raffle, Book Stall, Equipment and Trade Stands 

See www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk  
for more details

County Events
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